Securline® Blood Band

Instructions

Blood Recipient ID Wristband/2400 Series

Blood Band Directions

1. Fill out information on large white label. Press hard with a ball point pen.

2. Detach tail with 14 small pre-numbered labels at perforation after last hole.

3. Remove white label. Secure one end of tail underneath white label (with patient info). Then attach label to draw tube.

4. A. Size band around patient’s wrist, close plastic snap, and cut off any excess band.

4. B. For increased length, attach white extension band to third hole of Blood Band. Size band, close snap, and cut off any excess band.

5. Draw blood into labeled tube and transport to laboratory.

6. Before transfusion, compare serial number on blood unit label with number on band. Always check two locations on wristband as carbon copy numbers can become blurred from handling.

Intended for in-patient use only. For outpatients, use Safeguard #881 with water-resistant protective pocket.
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